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PowerSchool:  Changing Attendance Codes in Mass  

This document will assist in updating PowerSchool attendance codes in mass for Meeting Attendance or Daily 
Attendance. 

 
Updating Meeting Attendance: 

1. Select the building to update attendance in.  

2. From the start page select the students whose attendance will be updated. 

3. Select the Functions dropdown and choose Change Attendance Codes from the list. 

 
4. The Change Meeting Attendance page will open. 

5. Change the “From this Date” and “To this Date” fields to the appropriate date range to change the codes. 

6. Select the meetings to scan for the codes being changed or choose the “select all” option below the chart. 

7. Select the code or codes to scan for. Be sure the “Codes to scan for” radio button “These codes” is selected not 

“All codes”. 

8. In the “Attendance Code to Set” dropdown, choose the code to update the prior selected codes. 

9. Be sure the “Overwrite” radio button is selected.  

10. Submit. 
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To update Daily Attendance: 
1. Select the building to update the attendance codes in. 

2. Select the students that need their attendance codes changed. 

3. Select the Functions dropdown and choose Change Attendance Codes from the list. 

4. The Change Meeting Attendance page will open. Select Daily at the top of the page. This will bring you to the 

Change Daily Attendance page. 

5. Change the “From this date” and “To this date” fields to the date range that needs to have attendance codes 

updated. 

6. Be sure the radio button for “Codes to scan for” is set to “These codes”. Select the codes to scan for from the list 

of codes. 

7. Choose the “Attendance code to set” from the dropdown that all scanned codes will be updated to. 

8. Be sure the “Overwrite” radio button is selected. 

9. Submit. 

 

 

 
 

   


